
A new approa«!h to 
entombing nu«!lear waste 
Ever since the beginning of the nuclear age more than 40 
years ago, intensely radioactive and thermally hot reactor 
waste has been steadily accumula ti ng. Even the by
products from the Manhattan Project , which led to the 
bombs that obliterated Hiroshima and Nagasaki , remain 
active at the Hanford Reservat ion within the State of 
Washington, U.S.A . 

And at many other sites around the world 
thousands of tonnes of high-level radio
active waote - the leftovers {rom both 
nuclear power-generation and nuclear 
weapon-building - :1 lso await disposal. 

The wastes, which will retain dangerously 
high levels of radioactivity for millenn ia, 
are currently stored in large steel tanks. 
u$ually above ground and in the open. Yet 
v1rtually all nuclear cngmeers consider such 
storage - in potential close contact with 
human life and the environment - gener· 
ally unacceptable except a~ a temporary 
expedient. 

Most people concerned with the manage
ment of this 'radwa,te' agree that entomb
ing the materia l hundreds of metres below 
the surface appears to be the most feasible 
method of safely and permanently isolating 
it from future civilisation(s). 

Scientists and engineers at the CSIRO 

Division of Geomcchanic:s believe they 
have devised a panicularly attractive way 
of doing this that offers clear benefits over 
exbting prop<h.th. 

Dr Barry Brady. Chief of the Division. 
and his colleagues suggest that high-level 
nuclear waste should be buried as pan of 
a thermosyphon loop. within which cir· 
c:u lating groundwater would keep it cool 
and confined. Init ial experiments and com· 
puler simulati ons have produced encourag
ing results, nnd plans arc being developed 
to test the scheme in a simulated repository 
in granite rock . 

O mnip rese nt groundwater 

Deep burial in stnble, impermeable rock 
creates a natural barrier between the waste 
and the bio;phcrc, and the degree or 
isolation can be strengthened by adding 
engineered barriers. For example, the 
waste can be imrnobilised in borosi licate 
glass, or SYNROC (see the box on page 
5), and the whole mass cnc<~sed in 
corrosion-resistant C<~nisters. 

The Oskarshamn nuclear comple:r in 
Sweden. Three power plants ore in the 
background; in tbe foreground a re the 
su rface bu ilding~ of the Central Facility for 
Intermediate Storage of Spent Fuel 
(CLA6 ). 

All these barriers are called for to 
counter contact with one panicular entity 
- groundwater. Ci rculation of ground
water, aided by the convection that the heat 
from the waste generates. is seen us the 
most likely route for transporting radio
activity from 1ts deep underground resting 
place back towards the surface. 

Geologists arc aware of it. but not many 
people realise that, below the relatively 
shallow level of the water table, ground
wmer is present everywhere - it even 
insinuates its way into what you might 
consider to be the most impervious rock . 
And so granite rock masses contain n smnll 
percen tage of water and have groundwater 
nowing through them (although it may 
amoun t to only millimetres per year). 

Any cavity you excavate: underground 
will invariably fill with water (towatcr·tablc 
level) withm a short time. If the rock ~uffcrs 
additional fracturing, water will flow even 
faster through the fissures. The dtfliculty 
when placing radioactive waste under
ground is that mining operations (drilling. 
usc of explosives. and so on) inevitably 
cuusc fructuring and, more importantly , 
the stresses created by hea t released from 
the waste do the same. 

So the risk is that groundwater may 
corrode the radwastc canister. and leach 
radioactive material from the ~olid matrix 
in which it is embedded. These processes 
are greatly accelerated b)• elevated temper· 
ature~. 

Although not finally agreed upon, per· 
formancc goals set by the United Swtcs 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission call for 
the canister to last 1000 years, and for the 
annual release after that to be less th;ln 
one-hundred-thousandth of the contained 
radioactivity. Further, the travel time to 
the surfucc should be at least 1000 years. 

Obviously. effons can be made to make 
the canister corrosion-resistant. and the 
matriX leach-resistant, but faced wuh a very 
exactmg requirement that has never been 
attempted before. most engineers hcs•tatc 
to guarantee that their hand1work will 
survive intact over geological time scales. 
Man-mmlc structures are usually lucky to 
survive centuries, let alone millennia; yet, 
as the graph on page 6 shows, we would 
like to lock radwastc away for many, many 
time~ longer - perhaps the proverbial 
million years (easier to say than imagine). 

What repository architect dares to con· 
vi nee the public that his design will survive 
all the possible changes that may come 
upon the earth within that vastttme ~pan? 

Sweden has plans for a repository to 
replace the country's interim spent-fuel 
storage facility, and Swedish engmeer. 
expect that the copper-dad canisters 10 be 
used will have a life of a million years 
(based on a canister temperature of 200-
300"C). l11c United States hopes to huvc a 
repository in place by the year 2000. but 
the temptation is to defer the day, believing 
that a better. assuredly safer, scheme wtll 
arise in the interim (and hope that an 
accident doesn't befall the exist ing tempor
ary storages) . 

Another reason for delaying is the decay 
in the wastc"s activity with time. Only 
one-quarter as much radioactivity will issue 
from a canister after 10 years as comes from 
a 1-ycar-old package. The difference is 
critical in terms of the resulting rise in 
tempera tu re of the mass. Whereas after I 
ycur buried reprocessed waste may rise in 
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temperature by 1900"C, after 10 years it 
would be much less hot - about 250"C 
above its surroundings. 

Since glass devitrifies (crystallises and 
becomes brittle) at temperature-s higher 
than 700"C, it is desirable to wait some 
years before burial. Another consideration 
is that basalt fractures above soo·c (for 
granite , the temperature is 300"C), again 
favouring delay. 

A final point on the side of procrastina
tion is the boiling point of water, which at 
1000 m below the surface (10 MPa pressure) 
rises to 180"C. Keeping the temperature 
below boiling point prevents bydrocrackiog 
-the cracking of rock by water expanding 
into steam. 

When groundwater boils , it also makes 
the Oow of groundwater through the cock's 
£ractures and pores hard to simulate in a 
computer model, and hence practica lly 
unpredictable. Yet without satisfactory 
modelling it is impossible tO say with 
reliability that a repository wilt behave 
safely. 

111at's a big drawback, because every 
repository designed to date will give rise to 
boiling- unless the waste is stored another 
100 years beforehand, or the effective 
concentration of the waste is diluted (which 
makes the capacity of a given repository 
that much less). 

So we can see that one of the biggest 
bugbears of nuclear-waste disposal is itS 
elevated temperature. Not only does this 
give rise to the specific problems outlined 
above. but higher temperatures greatly 
accelerate the processes of leaching and 
transport o( radionuclides. 

Thennosyphon loop 

Here is where Dr Brady's scheme comes 
into its own. lt is a way of cooling down 
the waste (in whatever form it may take) by 

Dye traces out the path ofliquid circulating 
in a tcanspacenl model of a thcrmosyphon 
loop. 

A I Lucus Heights, ~pent fuel elements ace 
held in stainless-steel-lined holes 16 m 
deep. Inspectors from the International 
Atomic Energy Agency ace checking that 
aU is weU. 

circulating water over it using a thermo
syphon - the system of water circulation 
thai naturally occurs in solar water-heaters 
(see the diagram). Instead of treating 
groundwater as an unavoidable nuisance, 
it pu ts it to work in a controlled and 
predictable fashion. With an ample flow of 
water in the thermosyphon loop, tempera
tures will be much less than they otherwise 
would be, and boiling can be avoided. 

As it happens, water surrounding a 
repository would, of its own accord, go into 
a similar circulating patlern - but on a 
slower and longer scale, and in a more 
uncontrolled fashion. Excavating a ther
mosyphon loop effecti vcly creates a local 

hydraulic short-(;ircuit, which confines that 
groundwater in the near vicinity of the 
waste. The water, bearing any radioactive 
burden, has lost much of its incentive to 
seek out fracture channels that may lead 
away from the repository. 

Dr Brady envisages that the thermo· 
syphon loop would not be an open channel 
but would be fi lled with rubble of predeter
mined size. This would relieve the loop of 
stress from surrounding rock, making it 
indefinitely stable. Moreover, the compos
ition of the back-rill can be deliberately 
chosen so as to chemically capture, and 
precipitate, the radioactive species leached 
from the canisters. 

It appears that this precipitation process 
may happen preferentia.lly within fine 
cracks , giving an intrinsic self-sealing of the 
thermosyphon loop. Dr Bruce Hobbs of 
the CSIRO team is carrying out further 

The therrnosyphon would continuously 
cool the radioactive waste. 

A thennosyphon loop 
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studies to confirm and elaborate the work
ings of this mcchamsm. 

Another team member, Dr Lincoln 
Paterson, ha~ constructed small-scale mod
els of thcrmo~yphons out of transpare nt 
perspex lie has placed e lectrical resistors 
in the model to provide a heat source, and 

has examined now patterns by pulling dye 
or fine panicles in the loop. 

U<ing th i< technique , he has looked at 
the effect of different sizes of back-fill 
(employing glass beads of various diamet
ers), and has examined tbe innuence of a 
large leak . such as a massive fault line may 

SYNROC imitates Nahare too 
The philosophy bch tnd the thermosyphon 
loop proposal is one of imitating Nature. 
If we can <ec nnturnl systems that have 
pre..erved thcm,clvc& for relentless ages, 
that gives us strong assurance that a 
man-made copy may last as long. 

We can apply the thcrmosyphon loop 
idea to any c~"tmg rcpo<itory scheme, 
addmg an extra margm of safety to it . 
Depending on the final safety margin 
dcstrcd , the rcposttory may have iL< waste 
cased in various thicknesses of copper, 
stainless stee l. or titanium: and it may have 
the wa<te immobili<ed in a matrix of glaS.\ 
(the fir,t nominated cnndidate). to which 
several European countnes are cornmiucd, 
or Ill SYNROC (the Au•traliao contender 
that offer\ superior performance to glass). 

SYNROC. a synthetiC form of very inert 
rock . was propo~d in 1978 by Profc:,or 
Ted Ringwood of the Australian National 
Umver"tY 111 Canberra Now the research 
effort on SYNROC greatly exceed~ that on 
any other waste Corm except borosilicate 
glass. 

The protlerties and performances of 
SYNROC have been studied in laboratories 

A 'hot cell' used for hMndling experimental 
SVNROC 'ampl~ that have been ; piked 
'l';th fi•sion products. 

in Austrnlia, Britain. the United States. 
Canada, Germany. and Japan. Formal 
agreements for collaborative research :111d 
development programs have been enacted 
between tht\ country and Japan, Italy, and 
the Umtcd Kmgdom. 

Since 1979. the Australian Atom1c 
Energy Commission (AAEC) and the 
ANU have received some millions of 
dollars m Australian government fundmg 
to investtgate SYNROC. Recently, a full 
scale plant hns been built at Lucas Heights 
to demonstrate that (non· nldiooctivc) 
SYNROC samples can be made on a 
commercial scale (about 10 kg per hour) . 

1 he rectpe for SYNROC-C,Lhe fomluln
llon d~tgnc<.l to immobili~ high-level 
waste from water-<:ooled reactors, calls for 
five 'llllple chemical powders, the OJUde~ 
of llt.mtUm, rirconium. calcium, barium. 
and alummmm The radwaste is added a' 
a nttrate solution (10...20% by wetght) to 
the prepared powder (which is then a soft 
crystullinc e,h1rk-grey material). Pressure 
:tnd hcu t (up to 1300"C) create n black, 
dense. crystalline ceramic- SYNROC. 

It then comprises about one-third hollan
dite (BnAI ,Ti~0 1~), one-quarter zircono
litc (CaZrTi20 7). one-fifth pcrovskttc 
(C:flt0 1) , one-sixth rutile (Ti02). plu' 
one-I\\ cnticth metal alloys. 
Almo~t all of the elements in high-level 

nuclear reactor wastes can be made to form 
an integral part of the crystal lauices of 
th~c very stable SYNROC pha<es, tn the 
same way a~ close natural analogues of 
these minerals can be found to oontain 
long-bound radioactive clements. 

lib incrtne~ makes SYNROC' very resis
tant to leaching by groundwater. Tests huvc 
shown that glass will flake and crack badly 
after :1 few days' exposure to high-pressure 
water at 300"C. whereas SYNROC rematn~ 
virtually unaffected, and is at least 1000 
times more leach-resistant than typtcal 
boro~thcatc glass (wch as pyrex) 

nu: AAC.C ~cientists have spiked SYN
ROC with ~mall quantities of radioactive 
clements found in real radwas te When 
they added ncptun ium-237. plutonium-239, 
amcricium-241, and curium-244, they 
found the let1ch rate at 70•c to be extremely 

provide. All these experiments indicated 
thntthe thermosyphon loop is very robu~l. 

Another colleague, Mr Harry Schlanger. 
has duplicated the experime nt~ using com
pute r models . and obtained effectively the 
same results. The computer runs veri fied 
thut the syste m's performance remains 

low- less than 40 ,..g per duy per 'Kl 111. 

Further tests with strontium-90, caesium 
134, and other fission products, whtch 
require handling in a 'hot cell' , have shown 
leach rates almost exaclly as predicted r rom 
non-radioactive tcSL<. 

It appears that the rad•oactivtt) of the 
waste causes no bann to SYNROC's crystal 
tauices. When SYNROC was 1rradtatcd for 
up to 6 months with fast neutron' from the 
AAI:.C'~ I II FAR reactor, it withstood the 
equivalent or 100 000 years of high·levcl 
wostc containment with vt:ry littl~: physical 
d:un:tgc and no si~nificant change in lcuch 
nne. 

Under the collaborative agreement men
tioned. the British Atomic Energy Authm
uy ha< made small samples of SYNROC 
Cull) loaded with highly active w11stes from 
a commercial power reactor Te\t., \\tlh 
the'e have recently begun 

SYNROC: second generation lmmobth~

tion of radwaste. D. Colehy. Nudear 
Spectmm, 1986, 2, 22-6. 

Hot-pressing SYNROC within 
stoinl~s-steel bellows. 

The final produd - II 'pancake' Of 
compad ed SYNROC. 



What is 'radwaste'? 

1-ligh-level radioactive waste- ·radwaste' 
-t> the unwanted fission material remain· 
ing from the 'burning' of uranium. 

AfiCr about 3-4 years in ;1 light water· 
cooled reactor, by-products from the reac· 
tion of the uranium accumulate within the 
fuel, and begin to dampen the reaction 
cycle. The spent reaction rods arc removed 
and replaced with new on~. 

A typical 1000-MW nuclear power sta
tion produces 30 tonne~ of spen t fuel a year. 
Uranium and plutonium can be recovered 
for recycling (by 'reprocessing'). leaving 
about I tonne of high-level waste -
aswncd fission fragments that contain 
almo~t all the radioactivity. h is usually 
formed mto a solid. which IS then embedded 
in glass (or, potentially, SYNROC). 

·Reprocessing' is not a straightforward 
operation, and only the United Kingdom 
nnd France practise it on a commercial 

largely una ltered by the properties of the 
surrounding rock, allowing accurate predic· 
tion of the characteri\lic' of any repository 

on particular. temperature and diffusion 
of wa,te products. 

One of the next things the scien tosts want 
tO do is monitor the performance of a 
simulated repository. They plan to operate 
a non-radioactive version by excavating 
a thcrmosyphon loop in granite rock. and 
installing powerful electnc heaters within 
II . 

Natural a nalogues 

Dr Brady i< confident of the success of his 
thcrmosyphon system. With no moving 
parts. it should operu tc continuously for 

Time is or 
the e~cnce 

relat"c 
rodioactr.ity 
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scale. In the United States, the operators 
of commercial reactors arc Mockpiling their 
spent fuel rods until more satisfnctory 
arrangements can be made. This al~o ~~ises 

the pos~ibility that waste repositories may 
need to accommodate old fuel rodq, 

The level of radiation from high-level 
waste 1s ontensc: a person standing 10 m 
from an unshielded new waste canister can 
recc1ve a 500-rcm dose (which ha~ n 50% 
chance of being fatal) in 10 minutes. The 
graph shows how the radioactivity decays 
with time. Over the first I 000 years, the 
radioactivity from fission frngmcnts 
(strontium-90 and cacsium- 137 arc major 
ones) ho> largely decayed, and acllvtty 
from the longer-lived transurume clements 
(neptun1um. plutonium, americium, and 
curium) then predominates. These ele
ments tnkc about 100 000 to a million years 
to dce<ty to acceptably low levels. 

cons. Arter all , it mimic~ the same ~)"·ICm 
as can be found in Nature. Apparently. 
many ore bodies throughout the \\Orld 
were formed by the thermo,yphomng of 
minerab over millions of years. 

If every other part of a nuclear-waste 
repository also hru. natural analogues 
know11 to last over geological time sca les. 
then we should feel safe that our genera
tion's radioactive waste can be huried and 
forgOIICn . 

For example. ancient deposits of nallve 
copper arc well known, ~uggcsting that 

The rodiooctivity of reactor waste 
diminishes •t<ith time. We would like to 
keep the wus tc isolated from the biosphere 
for mnny thou.~ands of years. 
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Thermo§yplton loops would provide un 
extra degree of protection for an)' waste 
repository. 

copper cladding ~hould make a good ~hield 
again'! corrosion of the waste. Embedding 
the radioactive clements in SYNROC, a 
synthetic form of a rock known to have 
locked up radioactive atoms within its 
crysta l structure over geological ages. pro
vides similar assurance. 

And, of course. the only reason we lind 
uranium ore bodic> today is because that 
material Ita• . over man) millions of years. 
fended off dispersion. Dr Brady hkc; to 
cite the c:l'>C of the Oklo uranium depo'll 
in the Gabon Republic. Two billion years 
ago, a rich uranium deposit went erot ical 
and becmnc a nntural fission reactor. The 
radioactive by-products. identical to those 
from man-made rettctors, arc still there 
today. apparently unmoved from where 
the} "ere created. 

By taking care and mimicking Nature . 
Dr Brady bchcv~. we can design a 
perfectly ~oafe scheme for burying nuclear 
waste. If we don't set to and build 
repositories. the danger of above-ground 
accidents. or careless dumping at sea, may 
be realised. 

The new proposal is not an alternative 
to current schemes. Rather. it is a mode of 
operating them that providel. an additional 
wide margin of safety. The Swedes arc 
currently su tisficd that their planned 
repository will remain intact for a million 
years. If they configure their waste in to a 
thermosyphon system. they can expect the 
radioactivity to remain isolated for at least 
ten times as long. 
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